Government is giving lakhs of rupees scholarships to students,
See here - https://nsp.gov.in/dashboard/

We also inducting

There are about 4120 assembly Constituencies in India.

- Every constituency need a SBA Partner Become An induction Partner & Get 35 Lakh
Needs to being an induction partner
Registration certificate of organization, Ownership proof, Address Proof, Owner’s
Bank Details & IFSC, Photograps of Center, Validation/ Security deposit 5000/-

What Work you will have to do?





Collection & keeping of Documents of SBA applications.
Sending of collected SBA card processing fee 150/- per/form to us.
Filling an Excel DATA sheet of applications & Mail it to us.
Distribution of processed SBA Card to students.

What Will You Get For Inducting ?
 Induction Partner will get flat 20/- per Application/ form collection.
 7 (IPR) Induction_Partner_Reward (up to Rs 35 lakh) for inducting new partners.
Lok Chetna Parishad’s associated Induction partner can earn up to Rs. 4 lakhs in a year
If they induct 20000 students from their assembly constitution in a year.
S. no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total induction partners include you
4 - Induction partners
10 - Induction partners
25 - Induction partners
100 - Induction partners
250 - Induction partners
500 - Induction partners
2000 - Induction partners

IPR

5000/- INR
10000/- INR
50000/- INR
150000/- INR
250000/- INR
500000/- INR
2500000/- INR

Complete Agreement – Send your Details – Start induction & earn name and fame

Agreement of induction partner
This agreement of association is executed at Delhi, on this Fill the Date here by and between:
…………………………Institution’s NAME………………….. Through MR. /Mrs. /Miss. NAME here, the (Designation).
Situated at –xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxAdress of Centerxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. [Hereinafter called
the First Party (induction partner)].
And
LOK CHETNA PARISHAD Having Registration no. (S/614/2013) through Mr./Miss/Mrs. Raj Kumar, Secretary Lok
Chetna Parishad (hereinafter called Second party).
Whereas the terms of association as per below:1. Centers will called authorized induction partner of the Lok Chetna Parishad after compeleting the terms of this
agreement.
2. The Induction partner is authorised for collecting the Student beneficiary Adhar card applications and documents
with the help and instructions of Lok Chetna Parishad.
3. The Lok Chetna Parishad will pay INR. 20/- per form to induction partner and the induction partner must have to
collect minimum 100 Student beneficiary Adhar Card application forms in a month.
4. The induction partner will have to pay the demanded validation/security amount of INR. 5000/- (if not paid, No IPR
will give ) Induction partner reward (IPR) will be given only for your inductions of partners (minimum 3 new inductions
partner required), which are inducted by your own induction partner code.
5. Lok Chetna Parishad can use the respective campus and resources of the induction Center.
6. Lok Chetna Parishad can use the Photographs and other information of Induction partner for publicity in anywhere
and in any media.
7. The Induction partner can be shown on various types of print or digital media and the official website of Lok Chetna
Parishad.
8. Lok Chetna Parishad will not be responsible for any kind of illegal or non-social activities, which are done internally
or externally by the respective induction centers and by their employees.
9. Lok Chetna Parishad will not be inaccessible for any kind of internal or external obligation of the induction center.
10. This agreement is valid only for one financial year, subject to renewal of the date of association for the next financial
year.
11. The Lok Chetna Parishad can terminate the agreement immediately without any information for avoiding the
instructions or if any illegal or unsocial activities found inside or the concerned center.
12. All issues of dispute or legal matter will be settled only in the Hon'ble Delhi Courts and disposed of them.
Note: Security deposit of 5000/- will refund if induction partner will not get any payout.
All Rights Reserved Lok Chetna Parishad

Witness 1.

First Party/ Induction partner

Witness 2.

Second party

